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I have been saying that Biden's popularity is actually in single digits, despite continued claims that it is
around 35%.  It had already dropped below 40 in 2021, and should have been nosediving since then,
but they just keep coming out every month with the same headline:

Biden's approval rating drops to all-time low of 39 . . . or 38 . . . or 37.  

We have a new all-time low every couple of months, but it is always the same number.  We know this
can't be right, since you would have to be unconscious on a ventilator or zombie drugs to approve of
anything that has happened over the past two years, even if you are Dem.  

Well, a new poll is now proof of that, since it completely undercuts the reported popularity of Biden.
They are just hoping you can't do math and won't notice that.  As it turns out, only 23% of Dems
support Biden for re-election.  Well, isn't that the same as an approval rating?  If they approved of him,
they would support him for re-election.  But they don't.  If we assume Dems are half the country, then
we divide by 2, to get an overall approval rating of 11.5%.  No Republicans approve of Biden, so that
would be our rough estimate.  But it is even worse than that, because Biden has been such a disaster,
half the country doesn't even identify as Democrat or left any more.  In 2014, about 48% identified as
Democrat.  But by January 2022 that had fallen to 42%.  It is now about 39% according to recent polls.
And even those polls may be pushed, since my guess it is far less than that.  These new numbers from
McLaughlin tend to confirm that, since, read broadly, they indicate a Democratic Party in complete
collapse.  As I have shown you, that is no accident.  The Dems have been tanked on purpose by the
Phoenician Navy, to move the country right.

Anyway, with less than 40% of the country blue, our math has to change.  Since far more than half the
country leans red, we have to divide 23 by 2.5, say, giving us an overall approval rating for Biden of
9.2%.  I would say even that is too high, but that is just going by these mainstream reported numbers.  

That's what happens when these mainstream pollers fake some numbers but not others: it allows people
like me to see through them.  They should either fake none of them or all of them, since they have to be
consistent.  But McLaughlin is telling us Biden still has a 43% approval rating among all voters, which
we know can't be right.  That would be more than 100% approval among Dems, as I just reminded you,
since there aren't 43% Dems anymore.  Besides, you could check those numbers in one weekend at the
mall, with a clipboard.  Go ask people if they approve of Biden.  You won't get one person who says
yes, even if you live in San Francisco or Seattle.  So we know it is the number 23 above that is closer to
right, not the number 43.  They just made the number 43 up out of thin air, due to orders from above.

Another thing is buried in these numbers that no one is reporting, and it is also death to the Dems.
There are only six potential candidates polling at over 5%, and one of them, Clinton, has stated she
won't run.  There is no indication Michelle Obama will run, either.  She is not even a politician, just
being a famous wife.  But even leaving those ladies in, we find 35% polling none-of-the above.  35% of
Dems don't support ANY of the top candidates.  Harris and Sanders are polling at about 7% and we
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already know they aren't electable. AOC and Newsom are polling below 3%, so they are also
unelectable.  So the fact Biden has no support is final.  The Dems may as well skip the next election.  

Except that, as we know from Arizona, elections don't really proceed on actual votes.  But to elect
Biden with 9% support may even tax the ability of those bozos in Maricopa.  They better start cutting
wires and unscrewing lightbulbs now.  

   


